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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

7o -NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION .9) p{g jg p2 $3
'

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD-
-

ta w', y_3 .a, -

Before Administrative; Judges: i+' .'i '"

Ivan W.-Smith, Chairman ,
'

Dr.' Walter H. Jordan .

Dr.-Jerry R. Kline
SERVED FEB 1 9 1991 ja:

1
In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-528-OLA-2 I

i

.

. 50-529-OLA-2 iARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE S0-530-OLA-2 .ICOMPANY,~ 91 al. ASLBP No. 91-633-05-OLA-2- !

(Palo Verde Nuclear Station,_ (Allowable Setpoint
UnitLNos. 1, 2 andL3)- Tolerance)

-l

February-19, 1991

.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

(Rulina-uDon Petitions'for Leave-to Intervene)
:

I.--Backcround
1

t-

;OnfDecember- 27,:1990,3 the Commission-published in the~
e

. . ,

Federal?Reaister notico that:the:NRC is_considering. issuing- ,

: amendments-to the operating licenses of the Palo Verde
'

< .. a

-Nuclear' Generation' Station,iUnits_1, 2, and13,-held by thej:
-

,

| Licensees,aArizona-Public Service Co.,.91 al.,=55 Fed. Reg.'-
.

. .. -,

53220-21. The notice explained :: hat the proposed changes:- '

4 q

would increase-the allowableLsetpoint tolerance
forsthe pressurizer safety valves-from-2500 psia c l'

'plus=or minus 1% to 2500 psia plus;3% or minus 1%; a.

.-increase,the_ allowable setpoint tolerance for the
~

,-

!
main steam-safety valves _from 1250.psig and 1315
psig plus ortminus 1%--to the same settings plus or
minus 3%;. reduce the-minimum, required feedwater
flow from :750 gpm to 650 gpm; and reduce the

,

9102200249 9102199
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

_ -NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. .g gg jg p2 $3
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

a: ,- -t o
; Before Administrative Judges: d4 >

-Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
Dr. Walter H. Jordan

.

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
SERVED FEB 1 2 1991

LInithe-Matter of Docket Nos. 5 0-5 2 8 -O LA-2
_

. _ _ 50 -52 9 -OLA-2
ARIZONA:PUBLIC SERVICE 50-530-OLA-2COMPANY, c1 al. ASLDP No. 91-633-05-OLA-2
(Palo Verde Nuclear Station, (Allowable SetpointUnitfNos. 1, 2 and 3) Tolerance)J 1

February 19, 1991-

, -

MEMORANDUM AND ORDERs

>(Rulinc ucon Petitions for Leave to Interrane) i
i

I. -Backaround' I

!

,On December.127,: 1990, the Commission _ published in-the i

Federal:Recister notice'that-the-_NRClis considering issuing---s:

namendments to the operating licenses'ofithe-Palo Verde--

,
'

Nuclear-Generation' Station, Units 1,.2, and-3, held by the-
i:

Licensees,-Arizona-Public Service Co., 121 11., 55- Fed.JReg.

53220-21 ;;The; notice explained that the proposed 1 changes:

would-increase the allowable;setpoint tolerance#
" -

foritheLpressurizer safety. valves from 2500 psia->

plus orLminus.1% toz 2500 psia plus 3% or minus 1%;
increase the~ allowable setpoint tolerance for the
main steam safety = valves from 1250-psig and'1315

-

psig|plus or'minus'1% to the same' settings plus or-
minus 3%; reduce-the minimum required teedwater-

flow from 750 gpm to 650 gpm; and reduce the

1
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response; time for the high pressurizer pressure
reactor trip:from 1.15. seconds-to 0.5 seconds.- ;

i;
i

Id;.at 53220.
2

The notice'also1 explained the opportunity for any
~

person whose-interest'may be affected'by the amendments to

request:a'hearingland to file a petition for loave-to
:

; intervene. - The general provisions of the= Commission

. intervention regulation, 10 C.R.R. 5-2.714, were set-out in-

-.the_ notice.;:Twoitimely petitions for. leave to intervene and; i
,

/ requests for hearing-were filed. This Atomic Safety and
,

-Lice'nsing|BoardLwas established to rule on such1 petitions
c and requests.andLtc preside.over'any.resulting proceeding byl

,

~

order.of the Acting ChieffAdministrative Judge on j

tJanuary129h_1991.=-

<

-II . ' Petitioners

A petitionEdatsd! January /22,jl991 was filed byLMyron L.'

Scott 1and-Barbarais. Bush, husband and wi'fe,'who own-'a homei

and? reside.infTempeFArizona. We' refer to-Mr.' Scott-andDMs.-

Bush |hereinafterLas-the " Scott / Bush Petitioners,"
' '

jrecognizingfthat"they;also areJpetitioning in-behalf of1the
CoalitionLfor Responsible-Energy Education'(CREE),:|whichifin

; turn,ils a''projectfof Arizonans for a Better Environment

(ABE).

' Attorneys-for Allan:L..Mitchell and Linda E. Mitchell'

L(hereinafter "Mitchell Petitioners") filed a petition dated
~

4
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The Mitchells reside within five miles ofJanuary 28, 1991.
the Palo Verde Station and Mrs. VL.chell is an employee of

at the Palo Verde Station.Arizona Public Service Co.
Both petitions seek leave to intervene and request a

5 2.714.hearing pursuant to the provisions of 10 C.F.R.

Licensees' and the NRC Staff oppose the petitions.2

III. The Intervention Rult

The NRC intervention rule, 10 C.F.R. S 2.714, as

pertinent to the initial petition stage of an NRC proceeding

provides:
The petition shall set forth withSection 2.714 (a) (2) .particularity the interest of the petitioner in the

proceeding, how that interest may be affected by theincluding the reasons whyresults of_the proceeding,
petitioner should be permitted to intervene, with (d) (1)particular reference to the factors in paragraph
of this section, and the specific aspect or aspects of
the subject matter of the proceeding as to which
petitioner wishes to intervene.

* * * * *

Section 2.714 (d) (1) . (The presiding officer
in ruling on a) petition for leave toshall,

intervene or a request for a hearing, consider the
following factors, among other things:

Licensees' Answer In Opposition.to Petitions for Leavei

to Intervene and Requests for Hearing, February 6, 1991.

NRC Staff Response to Petitions for Leave to Intervene2

Mitchell, Linda E. Mitchelly Myron L.Filed by Allan L. Bush and the Coalition for ResponsibleScott, Barbara S.
Energy Education (Staff Response), February 11, 1991. It

would be' helpful to the Board and parties, who must cite toif the parties would use succinct titles forthe pleadings, Titles need only identify the pleading, nottheir filings.
summarize them,

f

- -__ _ |
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January _28,_1991. The Mitchells reside within five miles of
the Palo1 Verde Station and Mrs. Mitchell is an employee of .]

;

Arizona = Public Service Co. at the' Palo Verde Station.

Both petitions; seek leave to intervene and request a !
hearing pursuant to the provisions of 10 C.P.R. $ 2.714.

t ILicensees and the|NRC Staff oppose the petitions, o

III. The Intervention Rule
|

The NRC intervention' rule, 10 C.F.R. S 2.714, as I

_ pertinent to the initial; petition stage of an NPC proceeding-
provides:

:Section 2.714(a)-(2). .The petition shall so? ' orth.w'ith l
particularity the; interest of-the: petitioner An1the
proceeding, how:that interest may.be affected by the :
resultsEof.the proceeding, including the reasons'why- 3petitioner, should be permitted :to intervene,- with
particularLreference _ to the factors in paragraph _ (d) (1) :of-this'section,.and the specific aspect or aspects of
the subject matter of the. proceeding as to|which'-
petitioneriwi's) as. to - intervene. ; ,

1

* .*- * *. .*.

_ Section; 2. 714 (d) (1)'. '(The presiding _ officer:
'

shall,- in rulingL on- a] petition ' for_ leas e. to
: intervene.or-a request for a: hearing, consider the'.

following' factors, amongiother. things:-

' Licensees'L Answer In oppositionLto: Petitions for Leave
-toJIntervene and Requests for Hearing, February.6, 1991.

2
NRC Staff Response to Petitions for Leave.tx) Intervene

FiledLbyfAllan L.-Mitchell, Linda?E. Mitchell',|Myron~L.
, -Scott, Barbara S.-Bush:and the Coalition for Responsible '

i Energy Education (Staff-Response), _Februar Itwould be helpful to the Board and parties,y911,;1991.'

.who-must cite-txathe pleadings, if the parties would use succinct titles-for-
their filings. Titles need only identify the pleading, not
summarize them.

.... , _ _ . . _ __. -_ . . _ .-
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(i) The nature of the petitioner's right
under the Act to be made a party to the
proceeding.

(ii). The nature and extent of the
petitioner's property, financial, or other
interest in the proceeding.

(iii) The possible effect of any order that
may be entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest.

Other provisions of the rule provide for the filing of
amended petitions and supplements listing contentions as we

1

discuss below.

IV . - Standita to Intervene

Contemporaneous judicial concepts of standing will be

applied in determining whether a petitioner has sufficient
,

'

Iinterest in an-NRC proceeding to be entitled-to intervene.

It has been generally recognized that these-judicial
1 concepts involve a showing of "(a) the actions will.cause

'injuryLin fact' and (b) the injury is arguably within the
' zone of interests ' protected by the - statutes governing. that '

l

proceeding." Florida Pqggr and Licht Co. (St. Lucie, Units
.

1 and 2), Ci>I-89-21, 30 NRC 325, 329 (1989,; citina Portland |

General--Electric 09. (Pebble Springs, Units 1 and 2), CLI- '

76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614 (1916): Metronolitan B}lson Co. (Three

Mile Island, Unit 1), CLI-83-25, 18 NRC 327, 332-33 (1983).

Most often_in NRC proceedings; but not always, whether

a-petitioner would sustain an " injury-in-fact" as a result
o

/

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ofi an; action covered by a- proceeding has been determined by
~

whether.the petitioner lives or engages in activitien near !

the nuclear plant in question. Thus a petitioner may

:-demonstrate'the potential for injury if the petitioner, or
its members, live, work,- or play, forJexample, in an area

which.might-be affected by the release of nuclear radiation
lfrom the plant.- A. leading case on this point is Virainia

*
Electric >and Power Co. (North Anna, Units 1 and 2), A LAB-

0522,-9 NRC 54,'56-57#(1979),_ where the; proceeding | involved.a ''

.s:
proposed. operating 111 cense amendment which would authorize ''

-thefexpansion;of:the spent: fuel pool-capacity. There the
'

,

Appeal Board would not rule out as a matter of law I

i: derivative standing-where a member-of the petitioning i

organizationclived about 35Lmiles from the facility, and
a

=where---another-member lived 45 m'iles'away but-engaged-in-

canoeing in close-proximity-to-the plant._ J4. at 57. - l
EAlso,Lin North Anna,s_the-Appeal-Board noted that it-had.

ss
_ never"recuiredia: petitioner- in close proximity to a f acility-

in-question to_spe'ify=the:c

-causalirelationshipcbetween injury to an-interest- f

of'a: petitioner and the possible results of?the _1
;

- j: proceeding:[ footnote omitted).-Rather, close- 'g

. proximity hasLalways been deemed to be enough,y

9:staeding alone, to establish the' requisite v!:inte:est'.i '>

p '\

y-
Id._-.at 56, citina, e.a., Gulf States Utility Co. (River

Bend,~ Units 1 and 2), A LAB-18 3 , 7 AEC 222, 223-24-(1974) and
cases'there cited. See also Armed Forces Radioloav Research

.i.'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ - - . . _ - -_
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IDstitute (Cobalt-60 Storage Facility), ALAB-682, 16 NRC
150, 154 /1982).

It is especially noteworthy that the Scott / Bush'
r

petitioners, living in Tarpe, Arizona, are said by the
Licensees-to live some 52 miles from the Station. The Staff

- notes that portions of Tempo are more than 50 miles from the
Station. These are estimates from map measurements. The--

[ LScott/ Bush Petitioners have not specified the distance.

Coincidentally, proximity.of "approximately 50 miles"
from a nuclear facility-is-_the greatest distance, as far as

3 - weLcan find-in-HAC case law, that might support standing to
-intervene on proximity ~ alone. Even-that precedence is a

rather weak-finding by the-Appeal Board that approximately

L50 smiles;"is not so great as necessarily to have precluded a
: finding of standing . " linnagsee Vallev:Autligrity. . .

, (Nattst Bar, Units 1_ and 2) , _ ALAB-413, 5 NRC 1418,'1421 n.4ai

(1977).
,i

Since the_Watte Rat decision, supra, licensing boards >

2haveLroutinely cited the 50-mile distance involved'there as<

the' outer. limit for proximity-based standing to intervene, j

a

L s.,t Retroit' Edison Co.,-gt 31. (Enrico Fermi,: Unit 2),
LBP-7 9-1, . 9 NRC :73, 78 (1979); Philadeluhia Electric Co.

,

(Limerick,1 Units"1_and 2), LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423, 1433,

(1982).-4

The NRC1 Staff wouldthave us distinguish between a
J situation'Where the proceeding is for the construction or

,

.

_ _ _ - - --
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operation of a nuclear plant compared to an amendment of an
existing operating license. Staff Response at 8. In

support of its argument the Staff (and Licensees) cite to

the Commission decision in florida Power & Licht Co. (St.
Lucie Nuclear power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-89-21, 30 NRC
325, 329-30 (1989)

c

It is true that in the past, we have held that
living within a specific distance from the plant
i s enough to confer standing on an individual or
g.oup in proceedings for construction permits,
operating licenses, or significant amendments
thereto such as the expansion of the capacity of a
spent fuel pool. Egg, gig., Vircinia Electric and
Power Co. (North Anna power Station, Units 1 and
2), ALAB-522,-9 NRC 54 (1979). However, these
cases involved the construction or operation of
the reactor itself, with clear implications for
the offsite environment, or majer alterations to
the' facility with a clear potential for offsite
consequences. Eng, gig. , Gulf States Utilities
EQ. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2). ALAB- .

'

183, 8 AEC 222, 226 (1974). Absent situationsinvolving such obvious potential for offsite
consequences, a petitioner must allege some
specific " injury in fact" that will result from
the action taken. . . .

:

Staff Response at B.

The Staff is correct Et, Lucie is instructive. But,

unfortunately for the Staff's argument, that decision

instructs us that, even in a narrow-issue-operating
licensing amendment proceeding, as in North Anna (cited in

Et. Lugig and rapla), proximity alone in the case of an

operating licence amendment proceeding can support standing
to intervene.

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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As the Commission noted in Et. Lucia, suora, the

proposed amendment involved plant-worker protection -- air-
purifying respirators in particular. The-petitioner there

was a member of the general public, not a worker. The

proposed amendment had no potential for offsite

consequences, thus no injury-in-f act to the petitioner.
Id.; 30 NRC at 329-30.

As we are about to address whether the proposed changes

at Palo verde can support proximity-based standing to
inte rvene , it should be noted that the only information we

have about the proposed amendment is' set out in_tho'rederal

Recister notice and is cited above. Supra, at 1-2. For the

purpose of establishing injury-in-fact to a petitioner's
interest, we need not find that the petitioner's concerns
are well founded. North 2Lann, s.nur.n, 9 NRC at 55-56. liis

responsibility to explain his concerns and to provide the

bases for them will arise later at the contention-filing
phase.

<

For now it is sufficient to observe that the proposed
amendments involve changes to least four systems which are

important to safety: pressurizer safety valves, main steam

safety valves, reactor-heat removal via steam-generater
feedwater flow, and reactor trip. The quantity of change |

seems to us at this time to be significant in each case,
-

i

Whether the changes increase, or decrease, the potential for
offsite consequences, they most assuredly involve such

.

_ . . . . . . .
. . . . ..

__ _
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potential. S.it St. 1&9.13, supra, 30 NRC 329-30.

Accordingly, we' rule-that standing in this proceeding can be
established by proximity to the Palo Verde Station alone.

-di,tchell-Standina

The Mitchell petitioners have easily established their
- {

standing by virtue.of-their residence within15 miles of the
-station. In addition,: the f act that Mrs. Mitchell is an I

onsite worker at the sthtien is-an even stronger ~ factor
}

1

involving injary-in-fact to her personel safety interests:if
the proposed.amendmenth-increase the risk of an accidental ,

release. - We=need not address the other claims of standing ;
i

set-out in their petition.
r

e

. |

Sc,ott/ Bush Standina '

:

- - 1
It would1seem that the Scott / Bush petitioners. live

,

about~5'O miles from the'Palo Verde Station.: As noted above,
,

.

'in the Watts Bar decision, the AppealfBoard explained that
"approximately-50 miles" is not so far as to rule'outn

standing based'upon. proximity--- nor do we rule'it out.- On

-the other hand we-do'not find from the petition that
rd

Lresiding somewhere in Tempe-in itself. establishes; standing.
~

aThe 50-mile = ruling'was:already very liberal and we are not.
. inclined to extend it. We will hold the question of

3 proximity-based standing in abeyance until the Scott / Bush
~

. .,

'
v

s A . ,be m , -,wc,-, w r- - , ,,,,mw.. , w w.we. ,ww- ,er_, .,,nww,,o wy. - ,. b e w c-.,-. m ,% ,we % ,,. <.<wn,m.-,w-wrwww,-wnr,-,.,-,-i_.% w - . - , , - - , ,Lw, w
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Petitioners provide further information in an amended

petition, if they so choose.

-The Scott / Bush Petitioners also assert standing by

virtue of their status as members and officers of CREE and
ABE.- They state that a majority of CREE's members and

directors reside in Maricopa County "at varying distances"
"

from the Palo Verde Station.

Organizations can intervene in NRC proceedings in thei.

own right or derive standing as the representative of-their
members. Houston Lichtina and Power Co., at al. (South !

Texas, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-549, 9 NRC 644 (1979).- But, the

petitioning organization must explain why it<or its members
y

have standing, llouston Lichtina and Power _g2+e R$ A1

(Allens Creek, Unit 1), ALAB-5 J S , 9 NRC 377 (1577). The

Scott / Bush Petitioners do not explain any better than they
explained for themselves how the interests of the CREE

members are affected by the proceeding as a matter of
|

. proximity'to the Palo Verde Station. We cannot discern how

close to the station the CREE members live or whether any
angage in activities near the station. Moreover, as.a

matter of proximity, the petitionersido not explain how the-
'. CREE and ABE organizations might have standing'in their own

1

right. At minimum, if Mr. Scott and Ms. Bush, on behalf of

CREE, claim standing because one or more~of CREE's members i'

. live or' engage in activities in close proximity to the Palo-
Verde-Station, those members should be identified.by name-

-

__._____-u____.C____m._
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and exact location of the members' residence or activities
.

i , ,

with respect'to the station.

-The Scott / Bush Petitioners also claim standing for
t

themselves and for CREE members as. customers of the Palo !

Verde owners.' This-claim, however, will-not establish i

standing to intervene. It has been long established that
*

economic interests as rate payers do not fall within the .(
:

'

" zone of interests" protected by the Atomic Energy Act.

Portland General Electric co., at al. (Pebble Springs, Units-
;1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614 (1976). Egg alag Three -

Mile' Island,-Unit 1, supra, 18 NRC at 332-n.4.
-;

.The. Scott / Bush Petitioners:also assert that as citizens
of the State of Arizona and-of the U61ted States they have 1

- an' interest in;the proposed amendments. There is, however,
!

no causal ~ connection between their political status as,

ii-c t zens'and the' proposed changes involved in this
. *

.,. proceeding.
i

Accordingly, the Board rules that the~ Scott / Bush

Petitioners,feither for themselves:or for CREE.and~ABE, have
so far failed 'to establish standing Lto intervene in th1s~

proceeding. We will hold any. ruling as to their final
<

- statusLto' participate in the proceeding 1until they file
their amended and supplemental. petitions, if they choose to

:

do so.- The Board cautions-Mr.-Scott and'Ms. Bush that any

additional arguments in support of their claim of standing

.to intervene must be specific and sufficient to carry the.

.

P

f -

, - ~. , w. M, y. , e[ 3b. .~ , , 4, .. mc w wi .rb.--~w.,.. .. v .r .%s.,, % c , m , em'*c..%,- ,-ww,-. --r. e...m,-~. ,. -e_m-w.%
~

'
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burden of establishing the right to participate in the

proceeding. They will not be given a third chance to

establish standing without meeting much more difficult

pleading requirements relating to nontimely petitions. Egg

Section 2.714(a)(3).

V. The "AsDect" Recuirement

The intervention rule requires petitioners to state the

" specific aspect or aspects of the subject matter for the

proceeding as to which petitioner wishes to intervene."

10 C. F. R. l' 2. 714 (a) (2 ) . ' Licensees and the NRC Staff would

have us deny both petitions on the grounds that neither

meets the " aspect" requirements. Licensees' Answer at 11-
13, Staff Response at-9. As the Licensees acknowledge, they

have little guidance from NRC case law for their position.
Licensees' Answer at 11-12.

The Board believes that the objection is misdirected in

thic case. Section 2.714 is the general' intervention rule

controlling intervention in all proceedings under Subpart G.
Thus, in a full scope operating license proceeding, for
example, petitioners might be expected to explain that they

wish to intervene in, say, the ingestion-pathway emergency

planning aspects, or eerhaps financial qualifications, or

management competence or whatever broad category of interest

' concerns them.

. . _ _ _. . . _ .
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In this proceeding the aspects of the operating license
i

proposed'for-amendment are already clearly set out in the
Federal Reaister notice. Simply by petitioning to intervene

-a person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding
has indicated the aspects as to which that person wishes to
intervene. Petitioners need not be more particular until
they file their list of contentions. Most important, the

Licensees and the NRC Staff are well informed by early
notice what any proceeding on the proposed amendments would
be about. The Board believes that the " aspect" objections
tended to be hypertechnical, unnecessary, and' inconsistent.

with Licensees' stated interest in " expediting the
,

resolution of this proceeding . Licensees objections". . .

i

at 4-5 n.4.

Amended and Sucolemental Petitions

The intervention rule provides that any person who has I

filed |a: petition for leave to intervene. pursuant to the rule

may amend his or.her petition without. prior approval of the
' presiding officerT(izni, Licensing Board). The rule also-

states, as pertinent, that the amendment may be made at any
time up to fifteen days prior to the holding-of the first
prehearing conference. 10 C.F.R. $ 2.714 (a) (1) (3) .

In : addition, L Section - 2.714 (b) (1) provides, as pertinent

: here, that not later_than fifteen (15) days prior to the
holding of the first prehearing conference, the petitioner

,

i

i
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shall file a supplement to his or her petition to intervene
:

that must include a list of the contentions which petitioner

seeks to have litigated in the hearing.

As is often the case, the sequence and timing for the

filing of amended and supplemental petitions under the rule -

must be changed by order of a presiding officer to provide

for the efficient and rational management of the proceeding. '

In this case the Board sees no purpose to be served in '

calling a prehearing conference unless and until it has been

established by the filing of at least one facially
acceptable contention by a petitioner that a hearing might
be required. Moreover, if the petitioners wait until

fifteen days before the first prehearing conference to file

amended and supplemental petitions. the answers to those

petitions would not be in hands of the Board and parties
until the very day of the prehearing conference at the

earliest, and possibly several days later than the
i

prehearing conference depending upon the mode of service.

In short, the Board and parties would not be prepared to

attend to the very business;for which the prehearing

conference is convened if the schedule set out in the rule
is followed. Therefore the Board suspends that provision

and sets its own' schedule below.

.The'Mitchell Petitioners, having already established

standing to intervene, need only file a supplenant to their

. .- - - - - . ...-. - -. - -
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petition with at least one acceptable contention to be - !

admitted as par. ins to the proceeding.

The Scott /Dush' Petitioners, having failed to establish

standing to intervene, need to amend their petition if they
- wish-to establish standing. They also need to supplement

their' petitions with at least one acceptable contention in
orack to be admitted as parties to the proceeding.

The rederal Reafster notice explained in detail the !

requirements for filing contentions in NRC proceedings.3

3 As pertinent, section_2.714(b)_ provides:

(2) Each contention must consist of a
specific statement of the issue of law or. fact-to
be raised.or controverted. In addition, the

t

petitioner shall provide the following information
with respect to each contentions

!
'T

(1) A brief explanation of the bases of the
-contention.

!

(ii) A concise statement of the alleged
facts or expert opinion which support the
contention and on which the petitioner-intends to
. rely in-proving the contention at the hearing,
'together with references to those specific sources

t and documents of which- the petitioner is aware and
on which the petitioner intends to rely to
establish those facto or expert opinion.

(iii) Sufficient information- (which may
include information pursuant to paragraphs"

_ (b) (2) (1) and ~(ii') lof this section) to show that agenuine dispute exists with the applicant on-a
material issue of law or fact. 4

This' showing must:

include references to the specific portions of the-

-application (including the_ applicant's-
environmental report _and safety report) that the
petitioner disputes and_the supporting; reasons for
each dispute, or, if the petitioner believes-that~

the application fails to contain information on a
relevant matter as required by_ law,.the

!

$ S- k-' 'y ei -.4 yiau ps. 9bg.cr**'+,ywppyNLgt- p tp w #9 y -.49e4-,#9.g+9gg9e- e- p -p q yu-- as eege'Pa-a'-waq a%y4 -r-Ve*d-- 1.n 5 m'en-g---yy.-y_py- ,,w, 7y,,iy y,y,i-cry-.J ,,mmem+y-yg...-a e79YW- yee-
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The Board recommends that_the petitioners study the i

contention requirements of the rule carefully since the rule ;

provides that a petitioner who fails to satisfy the

requirements will not be admitted as a party. 10 C.F.R.

5 2.714 (b) (1) . '

VI. ORDER
<

Pleadings shall be flied in accordance with the
.

following: schedule:
,

Each petitioner may file no later than March 11 an
,

amended petition and a supplement to petitions which include

a list of contentions which petitioner seeks to have

litigated in a hearing.

Licensees may file answers to amended petitions and

. supplements to petition within ten days;after service of the:

- amended petitions'or supplements.-

- - .

The NRC Staff shall file answers to. amended petitions

. and supplements'within fifteen days following-their service, f

s

.

identification'of each failure and.the supporting
reasons for'the petitioner's belief. OnLissues

.

arising under_the: National Environmental Policy '.
Act,-the petitioner,shallEfile. contentions based, I

on the applicant's environmental report. The
petitioner can amend those contentions or-file new
-contentions:if-there are data or. conclusions in '

-the NRC draft or final environmental impact-
statement, environmental assessment, or any.
supplements relating =thereto, that differ
significantly from the data or conclusions in the-

~

applicant's document.

:

._

k
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The pleadings are to be in the hands of the Board and '

other parties on the date due. The Board anticipatos that

the participants will use overnight express mail or
facsimile service to accomplish timely service.'

The Board intends to schedule a prehearing conference

to take place approximately ten to twenty days following the
NRC Staff's answers. Any need for petitioners to respond to
the answers by petitioners may be made orally at the

prehearing conference or as otherwise provided by Board
order.

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
!

h |hr by/UA|d 4

Walter H. Jordan
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

4 <A M _
Jfrry R. Kline _

. '

ADMINIST TIVE JUDGE

/ 5
kv/AWDan W. Smith, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

-Bethesda, Maryland

February 19, 1991

' Petitioners and participants should note that Board
member Dr. Walter H. Jordan should be served at 881 W. OuterDrive, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830. FAX Number for theLicensing Board is (301) 492-7285.
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